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ABSTRACT

A solid acid membranes based on poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), magnesium bromide (MgBr2) and phosphoric
acid (H3PO4) were prepared by a solution casting method. The morphological, X-ray and electrical properties
of the (PVA)(1−x)(MgBr2)x/2(H3PO4)x/2 solid acid membranes where x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 wt% were
investigated. The PVA polymer electrolyte directly blended with acid salt shows improvement in ionic conduc-
tivity and transport properties. The maximum ionic conductivity value of PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte with
x = 0.40 wt% of acid salt is around 1.64× 10−4 S cm−1 at 20 �C and the ionic transport number (t+) is in
the range of 0.98–0.99. In this work, the data shows that the (PVA)(1−x) (MgBr2)x/2 (H3PO4)x/2 solid acid salt
membrane is promising for intermediate temperature phosphoric acid fuel cell applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent times extensive investigations on solid poly-
mer electrolytes (SPE) have been in progress in view
of their potential applications in solid state electrochem-
ical cells.�1–3� The solid polymer electrolytes (SPE) have
become the area of wide variety of fundamental and tech-
nological applications such as solid state batteries, fuel
cells, double layer capacitors, sensors, electrochemical dis-
play devices, etc.�4–8� The one of the important com-
ponents in rechargeable batteries and fuel cells devices
is the ionic conductor (electrolyte). Due to some spe-
cial properties, like good mechanical, simple preparation
in different forms, good electrode–electrolyte contact and
adhesive properties�9� solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs)
have emerged as important ionic conducting materials.
One of the attracted polymer electrolyte is proton con-
ducting polymer due to their promising application in
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battery and fuel cells. Most proton-conducting polymers
depend on their water content, which limits their applica-
tion. In order to overcome those limitations, a number of
studies have been performed to produce novel polymer-
based materials that can transport protons under anhydrous
conditions. In this context, phosphoric acid based systems
are widely studied for that because of its extensive self-
ionization and low acid dissociation constant pKa. PVA
was used as host polymers that keep phosphoric acid in
their matrix and proton transport is mainly provided by
phosphoric acid units via structure diffusion where the
transference number of proton is close to unity.�10�11�

Although several homogeneous polymer electrolytes
were reported in earlier studies,�12–15� phosphoric
acid doped polybenzimidazole (PBI), showed better
physicochemical properties and promising fuel cell
performance.�16–20� Although high proton conductivity can
only be achieved at higher acid compositions, dopant
exclusion is an important drawback during prolonged
usage in fuel cells. Therefore, our work has been driven
by a desire to develop a radically new, alternative proton-
conducting electrolyte (or membrane) that is based on
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compounds whose chemistry and properties are interme-
diate between those of a normal acid, such as H3PO4, and
a normal salt, such as NaBr2 and not a hydrated polymer
(solid acid). Thus, membranes will be developed, in which
a solid acid salt is embedded in PVA matrix, with the
polymer providing mechanical support and enhancing
chemical stability. In this study, an attempt has been
made to prepare the polymer electrolytes based on PVA
complexed with MgBr2/H3PO4 at different concentrations
expect to use it in fuel cell application. Another approach
to the development of proton-conducting membranes is
to combine the functions of the Hydroquinone (HQ) and
the proton solvent in a single molecule. Such molecules
must be amphoteric in the sense that they behave as both
a proton donor (acid) and proton acceptor (base), and they
must form dynamical hydrogen bonds. Also HQ plays a
major role as a reducing agent for bromine and improving
the chemical stability of the matrix. In similar study, the
results of addition of HQ to (PVA)0�7, lithium bromide
(LiBr)0�3, sulfuric acid (H2SO4�2�9 and 2% (w/v) ethylene
carbonate, revealed that, the thermal stability and electrical
conductivity of the samples improve on increasing the HQ
doping. The film doped with 4 wt% HQ exhibits maxi-
mum conductivity was found to be 1�75× 10−3 S/cm at
room temperature.�21� In the present work, 0.4% (w/v) HQ
and 2% (w/v) ethylene carbonate which used as plasticizer
were added to (PVA)�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 membrane
to improve the thermal and structural properties. Upon the
above considerations, an attempt has been made to syn-
thesis a broad range of (PVA)�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2
polymer composite and conductivity measurements, sur-
face morphologies, and structure of the membranes were
investigated. Effects of acid salt contents on proton
conductivity of final product were discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Preparation of PVA/Acid Salt Polymer

Electrolytes
Poly(vinyl alcohol) PVA (degree of hydrolization≥ 98%,
Mw = 72�000), magnesium bromide MgBr2 and phospho-
ric acid (H3PO4� were received from Sigma. The complex
electrolytes were prepared by mixing of 0.4% (w/v) hhy-
droquinone, 1% (w/v) ethylene carbonate PVA, MgBr2 and
H3PO4 at several stoichiometric ratios in distilled water to
get PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 complex electrolytes,
where x is 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 Wt%. Solution with
variable ratio was stirred vigorously and casted in Petri
dish following solution cast technique at room tempera-
ture. Five different polymer electrolytes were produced.

2.2. Crystal Structure and Morphology Analysis
The crystalline structures of all the PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2
(H3PO4�x/2 composite polymer membranes were examined
using a Philips X’Pert X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with

a Cu K� radiation of wavelength k = 1�54056 Å for 2�
angles between 4 and 60�.
The cross-sectional view and top surface morphologies

and microstructures of all the complex electrolytes were
examined with a S-2600H scanning electron microscope
(Hitachi Co. Ltd.).

2.3. Ionic Conductivity and Transport Properties
Conductivity measurements were made for
PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 composite polymer mem-
brane by an ac impedance method. Samples of diameter
0.5 cm were sandwiched between the two similar brass
electrodes of a spring-loaded sample holder. The whole
assembly was placed in a furnace monitored by a temper-
ature controller. The rate of heating was adjusted to be
2 K/min. Ionic and electronic transport numbers (tion, tele�
were evaluated using Wagner’s polarization technique.
Impedance measurements were carried out in the temper-
ature range 303–423 K using Hioki 3532 programmable
automatic LCR meter. The measurements were carried out
over a frequency range 100 Hz–100 kHz.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Crystalline Structure and Surface Morphology
The X-ray diffraction measurement was performed to
examine the nature of the crystallinity of the PVA/acid
salt polymer electrolyte film. Figure 1 shows the diffrac-
tion pattern for the PVA polymer film and the composite
PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte film. It is well known
that the PVA polymer film exhibits a semi-crystalline struc-
ture with peak at a 2� angle of 20�. As can be seen clearly
in Figure 1, a large peak at 2� of 20� for the PVA polymer
film was seen. But, it was also clearly seen that the peak
intensity of the PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte greatly
reduced when the acid salt was added. This implies that the
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Fig. 1. The X-ray diffraction patterns of PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(PWA)x/2
acid salt polymer electrolyte with (a) x = 0�0, (b) x = 0�1, (c) x = 0�2,
(d) x = 0�3 and (e) x = 0�4.
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addition of acid salt into PVA polymer matrix greatly aug-
mented the domain of amorphous region (i.e., XRD crystal
peak reduces). This indicates that the PVA/acid salt poly-
mer electrolyte film becomes much amorphous. Notice that
the degree of amorphous increases with increasing the con-
tents of acid salt. There is a significant motion of polymer
chain in the amorphous phase or some defects while non-
conducting in the crystalline phase. The characteristic of
the PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte film shows excellent
ionic conductivity property. This is due to the more free-
volume and flexible of local PVA chain segmental motion
in the PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte.�22–24�

The morphology of the free acid salt polymer electrolyte
(x = 0) and composite PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte
film (with 0 ≥ x > 0�4) has been examined by SEM, and
the images are shown in Figure 2. The free acid salt poly-
mer electrolyte film is observed to have uniform, a homo-
geneous and dense material, Figure 2(a). The small amount
of acid salt (x= 0�1) composite polymer electrolyte film is
observed to have uniform small pores at microscopic level
Figure 2(b). In the composite acid salt polymer electrolyte
(x = 0�2), slightly larger in size and uniformly distributed
pores are observed Figure 2(c). The uniformly dispersed
pores in the polymer microstructure lead to the retention
of liquid electrolyte and formation of their better connec-
tivity through the polymer, giving rise to have possibility
of high ionic conductivity.

3.2. Transference Number Measurement
The transference numbers corresponding to ionic (tion�
and electronic (tele� transport have been calculated for

Fig. 2. The SEM micrograph for the surface of
PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 solid acid salt polymer electrolyte with
(a) x = 0�0, (b) x = 0�1, (c) x = 0�2, and (d) x = 0�3.

all compositions of PVA/acid salt polymer electrolyte
systems using dc polarization method. In this method,
the dc current is monitored as a function of time on
the application of fixed dc voltage (1.5 V) across the
sample with copper blocking electrodes. When acid salt
increases, the pores size increases (Fig. 2(d)). Figure 3
shows the result of dc polarization measurements at 30 �C
for (PVA)0�6(MgBr2�0�2(H3PO4�0�2 membrane. The transfer-
ence numbers have been calculated from the polarization
current versus time plot using the standard equation�25�

tion =
Ii− If

Ii
(1)

where Ii is the initial current and If is the final resid-
ual current. The ionic transference number (tion) for the
composition of the (x = 40 wt%) electrolyte systems lies
between 0.93 and 0.96. This suggests that the charge trans-
port in these electrolyte films is predominantly ions.

3.3. Temperature Dependence of Ionic Conductivity
Impedance spectroscopy Figures 4(a), (b) shows the Cole–
Cole plots of Z′ versus Z′′ (where Z′ and Z′′ are the real
and imaginary parts of the complex impedance, respec-
tively) of pure PVA and various compositions of com-
plexed films with acid salt at different temperatures and
different frequencies. These plots are single semicircular
arcs with their centre’s laying below the real axis at an
angle �. The finite value of distribution parameter � and
a depressed arc are typical for a material with multirelax-
ation processes.�26� Also, the arcs have a non-zero inter-
section with the real axis in the high frequency region.
Further, there occurs a reduction in the size of these plots
with rise in temperature and acid salt contents. The semi-
circle represents the bulk conductivity, which is due to the

Fig. 3. Polarization current as a function of time for x= 0�4 PVA/acid
salt polymer electrolyte.
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Fig. 4. Complex impedance plots of PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(PWA)x/2
acid salt polymer electrolyte (a) different acid salt concentration at
303 K and (b) different temperatures (x = 0�1).

parallel combination of bulk resistance and bulk capaci-
tance of the polymer electrolytes. Considering the equiva-
lent circuit model, the values of Z′ and Z′′ are given by

Z′ = Rs +
Rp

�1+�2C2
pR

2
p�

and Z′′ = −�CpR
2
p

1+�2C2
pR

2
p

(2)

where, Rs, Rp and Cp are the series resistor, parallel resis-
tor and parallel capacitor respectively. Where �= 2�f is
the angular frequency.
These equations predict that the values of Z′ and Z′′

should decrease with increasing temperature as the values
of Rp and Rs go on decreasing with rise in temperature in
accordance with equation C = Cp+1/��2R2

pC
2
p�.

This causes shrinking of the Cole–Cole plots with
increase in temperature and acid salt contents.
Singh et al.�27� have studied the relaxation characteristics

of PVA-H3PO4 and PVA-H2SO4 complex electrolytes in
the form of thin films samples and observed the impedance
spectra as depressed single semicircular arcs for different
samples corresponding to their two types of relaxation pro-
cesses which are interpreted in terms of dipole-segmental

motion (�-relaxation) and side chain dipole group motion
(	-relaxation). These results suggest that the migration
of charges (ions) may occur through the free volume of
matrix polymer, which can be represented by a resis-
tor. On the other hand, non-migration charges (chains of
polymer) polarized and can be therefore represented by a
capacitor. The decrease in resistance of the polymer elec-
trolyte is due to the enhancement of the ionic mobility and
the number of carrier ions with acid salt concentration and
temperature.�28�

The bulk electrical resistance (Rb� of the material is
obtained from the Cole–Cole plots with the intercept of the
high frequency side on the X-axis. Analysis of the spec-
tra yields information about the properties of the PVA/acid
salt polymer electrolyte, such as bulk resistance, Rb. Tak-
ing into account the thickness of the PVA/acid salt elec-
trolyte films, the Rb value was converted into the ionic
conductivity value, 
 , according to the formula:


 = L

RbA
(3)

where L is the thickness (cm) of the PVA/acid salt polymer
electrolyte, A the area of the blocking electrode (cm2), and
Rb is the bulk resistance (�� of PVA/acid salt polymer
electrolyte.
Figure 5 shows the ionic conductivity values for the

PVA/acid salt polymer electrolytes with different contents
of acid salt. It can be seen clearly that the ionic conductiv-
ity of the PVA/acid salt SPE can be significantly enhanced
when the content of acid salt increases.
Figure 6 represents the temperature dependence of ionic

conductivity for all compositions of PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2
(H3PO4�x/2 polymer electrolytes. It has been found that the
ionic conductivity of the PVA/acid salt SPE increases with
increasing temperature for all compositions, indicating

Fig. 5. The Influence of acid salt content on ionic conductivity of
PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 solid acid salt polymer electrolyte.
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Fig. 6. Arrhenius plot for PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 solid acid
salt polymer electrolyte.

Arrhenius type thermally activated process given by the
relation


 = 
o exp
(
− Ea

RT

)
(4)

where 
o is a pre-exponential factor, Ea the activation
energy, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. This can be
explained on the basis of the free volume model�29� and
hopping of charge carriers between the localized states.�30�

Since poly(vinyl alcohol) is a linear polymer with carbon
chain as the back bone, the polymer chains which are less
entangled are capable of causing electrical conductivity.
Further PVA being a polar polymer, ionizes the MgBr2

salt into anions and cations under the influence of the
applied electric field and temperature. These ions hop
between the localized states and cause enhanced con-
ductivity. Further, when the temperature is increased, the
vibration energy of a segmental is sufficient to push against
the hydrostatic pressure imposed by its neighboring atoms
and create a small amount of space surrounding its own
volume in which vibration motion can occur.�31� There-
fore, the free volume around the polymer chain causes the
mobility of ions and polymer segments and hence, the con-
ductivity. The increment of temperature causes the increase
in conductivity due to the increased free volume and their
respective ionic and segmental mobility. The amorphous

Table I. Effect of the acid salt concentration on the activation energies
(Ea� and conduction index (n) values.

Energy Conduction index

Acid salt (x) Region I Region II n

0.0 0.78 0.36 1.46
0.1 0.52 0.49
0.2 0.58 0.17
0.3 0.39 0.26 0.04
0.4 0.38 – 0.07

nature also provides a bigger free volume in the poly-
mer electrolytes system upon increasing temperature.�32�

The ln�
� versus 103/T plots obtains the activation energy
(Ea� of the PVA/acid salt SPE, which is dependent on the
contents of acid salt in the polymer matrix.
It has been found that the highest conductivity poly-

mer electrolyte (x = 0�4) has the lowest activation energy
(0.38 eV), see Table I. It is noteworthy that the poly-
mer electrolytes with low values of activation energies are
desirable for practical applications.
Figure 7 shows the frequency-dependent conductiv-

ity of PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 polymer electrolytes.
The plot shows two regions: The first region observed
at low frequency plateau region corresponds to the fre-
quency independent conductivity (
dc�. The second region
observed at the high frequency dispersion region which
corresponds to the conductivity increases with increasing
frequency. This behavior obeys the universal power law�13�


tot���= 
dc+A�n (5)

where 
dc is the dc conductivity (the extrapolation of the
plateau region to zero frequency), A is the pre-exponential
factor, � is the angular frequency and n the fractional
exponent which lies between 0 and 1. According to the
jump relaxation model, at low frequencies, ions can jump
from one site to its neighboring site. While at higher fre-
quencies, due to the short time periods, the probability for
ions to go back to their initial sites increases which causes
increase in the conductivity.�33�34� The values of the expo-
nent n have been obtained using the least square fitting of
Eq. (5); it can be observed that the exponent n decreases
with increasing concentration of the acid salt, see Table I.
This behavior can be interpreted in light of the fact that
doping of acid salt increases the number of chain segments
that are responsive to the external electric field frequency.
The study of dielectric relaxation in solid polymer elec-

trolytes is a powerful approach for obtaining information

Fig. 7. Conductivity-frequency dependence plot for
PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 solid acid salt polymer electrolyte.
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about the characteristics of ionic and molecular interac-
tions. The dielectric parameters associated with relaxation
processes are of particular significance in ion conducting
polymers where the dielectric constant plays a fundamen-
tal role which shows the ability of a polymer material to
dissolve salts.
The dielectric constant was used as an indicator to

show that the increase in conductivity is mainly due to an
increase in the number density of mobile ions.�35� The rela-
tionship between complex impedance, dielectric permit-
tivity and dielectric loss can be shown in the following
formulae: �′ = �CpL�/��oA�, �′′ = 
/���o�, where �′

denotes the real part of dielectric function, �′′ as the
imaginary part of dielectric function or dielectric loss and
�o as the permittivity of the free space. Figures 8(a),
(b) shows the variation of the dielectric permittivity �′

and dielectric loss �′′, for PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2 (H3PO4�x/2
polymer electrolytes versus frequency at room tempera-
ture, 30 �C. The figure show that �′ and �′′ a gradually
decrease with increasing frequency for all prepared sam-
ples. The decrease of �′ and �′′ with frequency can be
associated to the inability of dipoles to rotate rapidly lead-
ing to a lag between frequency of oscillating dipole and

Fig. 8. Frequency dependence of (a) Dielectric constant �′, and
(b) dielectric loss �′′ for PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 solid acid salt
polymer electrolyte.

that of applied field. The variation indicates that at low fre-
quencies the dielectric constant is high due to the interfa-
cial polarization and the dielectric loss (�′′) becomes very
large at lower frequencies due to free charge motion within
the material.�36�

This behavior can be described by the Debye dispersion
relation,�37�

�′ � ��+ �s −��
1+�22

� �′′ � ��s −����
1+�22

(6)

where �� and �s are the static and infinite dielectric per-
mittivity,  is the relaxation time and � is the angular
frequency.
Figures 9(a)–(b) show the variation of dielec-

tric permittivity �′ and dielectric loss �′′ for
PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 polymer electrolytes with
temperature at 1 kHz. The value of �′ and �′′ increases
with temperature. The observed increase in of �′ and
dielectric loss �′′ with temperature could be attributed to
decrease in the viscosity of the polymeric material. This
leads to an increment in the degree of dipole orientation
of polar dielectric material and hence dielectric constant

Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of (a) Dielectric constant �′, and
(b) dielectric loss �′′ for PVA�1−x�(MgBr2�x/2(H3PO4�x/2 solid acid salt
polymer electrolyte.
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increases.�38� Dipolar molecules should be able to orient
from one equilibrium position to another relatively easily,
and contribute to absorption.�39�

4. CONCLUSION
PVA/acid salt polymer electrolytes with a different com-
position were obtained by a solution casting method. The
physo-chemiacal characteristic properties of the composite
are systematically studied by using a XRD, SEM, and AC
impedance method. The XRD study reveals the amorphous
nature of the polymer-acid salt complexes that produces
high ionic diffusivity. The introduction of acid salt to the
PVA polymer electrolytes has proved to be a convenient
method to increase the ionic conductivity at ambient tem-
perature. Addition of acid salt causes an enhancement in
its mobility and charge carrier concentration. The ionic
transference number of mobile ions has been estimated to
be in the range 0.93 and 0.96 revealing that the conducting
species are predominantly due to ions. The temperature
dependence of conductivity of PVA/acid salt obeys Arrhe-
nius relation in the temperature range studied. In fact, the
ionic conductivity value greatly depends on the acid salt
contents in the PVA polymer electrolyte. These composite
PVA/acid salt polymer electrolytes show a highly potential
for applications on fuel cell systems.
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